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Two 
For two performers 

 
Instrumentation 
Two is written for two performers who each speak and perform on an instrument.  Instruments may be of any type and may or may not 
be of definite pitch.   Performers may perform on identical instruments or instruments of the same type, however, each performer 
should have his/her own instrument. 
 
Score Interpretation 
Two is designed so that performers may interpret the score in various ways.  Performers may decide before the realization which 
way(s) they will interpret the score.  The score offers text fragments as well as opportunities for open improvisation ([interludes] and 
double [interludes]). Performers reading from the score should begin at the “Start” bar in the upper left-hand corner of the page and 
follow the arrows from and to text fragments and [interludes].  There are multiple places in the score where the performer has the 
option for choosing different “paths” until the arrows arrive at any place that has an “End” bar, so that there are multiple “pathways” 
and multiple places where the performance may end.  The score may be read in a flicker variant or it may be read as polyphonic 
variant: 
 
         
Flicker variant  (one performer performs at a time)  Polyphonic variant (two performers perform at once) 
One performer starts by performing one of the three beginning 
text options.  The second performer performs the next 
performance option, and performers continue to take turns 
performing the given performance options through a chosen arrow 
path until one performer arrives at an “End” bar.  

Both performers begin with any of (the same or different) three 
beginning text options at move at his or her own rate through 
their own arrow path until both performers arrive at “End” bar(s).  
Each performer will, most likely, end at different times.  



 

  Text   The text fragments in the score may be read as is, and the next action, whether it is an [interlude] or another text 
fragment may begin immediately after the performer finishes.  Alternatively, the performer may choose to create an ending to the text 
fragment before the next action occurs.  Any type of textual activity may follow the ellipses at the end of text fragments in order to 
qualify as a completed text action.  The performer may choose the use of a mixture of “incomplete” text fragments and “complete” 
textual creations in his/her interpretation.  Parenthetical actions along arrow paths (such as sniff or cough) are optional events that, if 
the performer chooses to do them, would qualify as an action that would signal for the next action to occur.  (If, for instance, 
performers have chosen a flicker variant and one performer chooses to follow the parenthetical instruction to sneeze, it would qualify 
as an action and would trigger the second performer to begin the next action). 

 
   
  [interludes] and double [interludes] 
  Empty musical staves indicate free improvisations called [interludes] that performers may perform on their instrument.  
[interludes] can have any duration.  Endings of [interludes] are indicated by a brief pause  on the given instrument.  In the instance 
that a performance is rendered as a flicker variant, double [interludes] indicate free improvisations in which both performers perform 
simultaneously within the same [interlude].  double [interludes] still qualify as [interludes] for the performer who “lands” on it.   
 




